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Abstract—To build a new bidding model of multi-attribute online auctions, this paper introduces the concepts of multi-type attribute and nonlinear function. The model can measure the effect of the attributes in auctions by adopting the normalized method of weighting and it will set the stage for the purchasers to evaluate suppliers in the procurement management. Furthermore, this paper developed an application platform system of nonlinear multi-attribute online auction (which is based on B/S) using the Struts framework developed J2EE. Finally, the related experiments and practices were conducted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-attribute auction is different from traditional single-attribute auction. In traditional auction, the competition focus is mainly on the single-attribute—price, though the modes and the relationships between the counterparts of auctions vary differently. However, as values of many substitutes do not solely depend on price, it is unilateral to consider the price only. Especially in the procurement auction between enterprises, attributes other than price always yields the same importance. Scholars usually use multiple-attribute auction to refer to the auction in which the buyers consider more attributes besides price.

Traditional online auction has been studied for a long time. However, the importance of multi-attribute online auction has attracted more attention in recent years. Many scholars have studied the models of multi-attribute online auctions and mainly focused on the profits generated for buyers and sellers, the bidding strategies and the set of multi-attribute weight. For example, Vulkan and Jeenings focused on the specific problem of service allocation among autonomous, automated agents[1]; Bitchler conducted a practical analysis on various kinds of auctions and found that more utilities can be generated from multi-attribute auction than from single-attribute auction[2]; Sairamesh studied the problem of service allocation among agents using multi-attribute English auction protocol[3]; C.C.Lee and C.OU-Yang investigated the negotiation efficiency for the various bidding strategies the demander employed in different order conditions[4]; Lee put forward an algorithm of multi-attribute computer negotiation; one of their contributions is the two-phases process which solves the most important attributes first and then the rest[5]. Recently, researchers in China begin to study this area and the majority of them are still concentrating in the analytical studies instead of practical applications of multi-attribute auctions.

In the practice of enterprise procurement, it is common that a single buyer deals with multiple suppliers. By introducing multi-attribute auction in procurement, we can achieve benefits such as full competition, optimized resource allocation, supply chain improvement, full development of suppliers’ potential as well as avoiding collusions among suppliers to some extent. However, due to the requirements on both technology and personnel, few applications can implement multi-attribute online procurement auction.

To improve the feasibility and adaptability of the multi-attribute procurement auction, we introduce non-linear function into the auction, put forward a non-linear multi-attribute-based online procurement auction bidding model and design the implementation of the auction platform based on the model.

II. NON-LINEAR MULTI-ATTRIBUTE BASED ONLINE PROCUREMENT AUCTION MODEL
This model is developed from Bichler’s weighted sum model, and then we introduce the concept of multi-type attributes and non-linear function into the model. In this model, different methods are used to calculate the values of different types of attributes. Finally, the weight sum of the normalized attribute value is used to calculate a comprehensive score, which is used to determine the auction winner.

A. Assumed Condition

Prior to the establishment of the model, we have the following assumptions:

1) A buyer has a number of suppliers to choose, each supplier’s ability to provide products varies.
2) When bidding, suppliers compete with each other on a limited number of product attributes \( Y_i \) (\( i > 1 \)) designated by the buyer. Each bid contains the required values of all attributes (compared to the traditional auctions each bid contains only a single attribute value, the “price”) and regards the comprehensive score of multi-attribute as the final evaluation of the bid.
3) Suppliers do not know each other’s bids but their own current ranks.
4) Evaluate each bid from suppliers and offer a comprehensive score, at the end of the auction, the supplier with the highest score wins.

B. Non-linear Multi-attribute Based Online Procurement Auction Model

(1) Handling of multi-type attributes

Suppose that there are \( j \) suppliers participating in this auction, and they need to bid on \( i \) attributes of the product, then

\[
Y_{ij} = f_i(x_{ij}) \quad (1\leq i, j < j)
\]

where \( Y_{ij} \) represents the \( i^{th} \) attribute score obtained by the \( j^{th} \) supplier; \( x_{ij} \) represents the bidding value of the \( i^{th} \) attribute submitted by the \( j^{th} \) supplier; \( f_i \) represents the scoring rule applied to the \( i^{th} \) attribute, which is determined by the buyer.

In the traditional single-attribute auction, we only compare prices among suppliers and determine the ranking (namely \( Y_j = x_j \), rank \( Y_j \)). In multi-attribute auction, since the meanings of the attribute values are different (such as the values of price and accounts payable period: the lower the price and the longer the accounts payable period, the better for the buyer. In addition, the orders of magnitude of these two attributes are also different), we cannot simply compare them based on the values. Instead, we use functions to convert the bidding into proper values.

The attributes of a product can be various, but we can divide the attribute types into three categories, namely, the numeric, interval and text. This paper deals with the three types respectively as follows:

① The numeric type

The numeric type attribute means that the attributes can be directly described by numbers, such as price, delivery time (days) and quantity.

In practice, since the order-of-magnitude of each number type attribute is different, it is necessary to normalize the value of each attribute to facilitate the set of functions, thus

\[
X_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij} - x_{ij}^{min}}{x_{ij}^{max} - x_{ij}^{min}} \quad (2)
\]

where \( x_{ij} \) represents the actual bid value on the \( i^{th} \) attribute submitted by the \( j^{th} \) supplier; \( x_{ij}^{min} \) is the minimum value of the \( i^{th} \) attribute; \( x_{ij}^{max} \) represents the maximum value of the \( i^{th} \) attribute; \( X_{ij} \) represents the normalized value of \( i^{th} \) attribute. Thus, we can limit the value of each numeric type attribute in the range of 0 to 1.

Then we substitute \( X_{ij} \) into the function \( f_i \) to control the final comprehensive score, as well as normalize the value of the function to make the weight set effective, thus

\[
F_i(X_{ij}) = \frac{f_i(X_{ij}) - f_i^{min}}{f_i^{max} - f_i^{min}} \quad (3)
\]

where \( f_i(X_{ij}) \) represents the function value after the substitution of \( X_{ij} ; \) \( f_i^{min} \) represents the minimum value of the function; \( f_i^{max} \) represents the maximum value of the function (When the function is an increasing function, then \( f_i^{min} = f_i(0) \), \( f_i^{max} = f_i(1) \) and vice versa).

In this model, we can use simple linear function, such as \( f(x) = ax + b \) and \( f(x) \), or more widely used non-linear function such as S shape function

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{a + be^x}
\]

and so forth. In linear multi-attribute auction, since the change range of the function trend is fixed and not related to the bid value, a supplier may submit an extreme value to take the advantage (or disadvantage) in specific area to enhance the comprehensive score abnormally, thereby undermining the principles of scientific evaluation. Non-linearizing the multi-attribute auctions can well introduce the economics concept of “marginal utility”, and then an extremely high (low) value will lead to even smaller (greater) income (loss). Therefore, it can balance the various attribute values (For example, when the delivery time of a product
part ranges from 1 to 4 days, and the supply of the other parts has not kept pace with it, there is no additional income for the buyer no matter how fast this kind of part can be supplied. Thus, when the value of this attribute ranges from 1 to 4, the evaluation score of this attribute will not change a lot; when the value ranges from 5 to 9, it will accelerate the decline of score; and when the value is bigger than 10, maybe due to the best sales time has passed, the score will be directly 0. In addition, the introduction of non-linear function also brings the buyers greater flexibility - their benefit can be maximized by getting guidance on suppliers’ bids and adjusting the function slope according to their own needs or preferences.

2) The interval type

To make the model more applicable, we divide the value range of an attribute into intervals described by using different functions. The precondition is that the sub-functions must have the same monotonicity, called interval type attribute.

Suppose the sub-function is a monotone increasing function, then

\[ F_i(X_{ij}) = \frac{f_i(X_{ij}) - f_{\text{first min}}}{f_{\text{last max}} - f_{\text{first min}}} \]  

(4)

where \( f_{\text{last max}} \) represents the maximum value of the last interval of the value range (namely, the maximum value of the function), \( f_{\text{first min}} \) represents the minimum value of the first interval of the value range (namely, the minimum value of the function), and when the sub-function is a monotone decreasing function, then just exchange \( f_{\text{last}} \) and \( f_{\text{first}} \). It is apparent that the number type attribute is a special form of the interval type attribute (when the attribute has only one interval).

Integrating numeric and interval type attribute, formula (1) can be converted to

\[ Y_{ij} = F_i(X_{ij}) \]  

(5)

3) The text type

In practice, not every attribute can be described by numbers, such that buyers have different preferences on some attributes such as quality. For these attributes, we can make a number of text options for suppliers to select and give each option a value based on the following calculation, this is the so-called text type attribute.

Suppose the \( r_{th} \) attribute is a text type attribute and has totally \( m \) options, then

\[ Y_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij}}{\max\{x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \cdots, x_{im}\}} \quad (1 < m) \]  

(6)

Where \( x_{ij} \) represents the value of the option of the \( r_{th} \) attribute selected by the \( j_{th} \) supplier; \( Y_{ij} \) represents the score of the \( r_{th} \) attribute obtained by the \( j_{th} \) supplier; it is apparent that the score has been limited in the range from 0 to 1, so the normalization is not needed.

(2) Weight settings

After calculating the score of all the attributes, we assign each attribute a weight to reflect the preferences of buyers, then

\[ W_i = \frac{w_i}{\sum_i w_i} \]  

(7)

Where \( W_i \) represents the weight assigned to the \( i_{th} \) attribute by the buyer; \( W_i \) represents \( w_i \)'s proportion of the total weight, namely the real weight in the calculation of the comprehensive score.

(3) Determination of the winner

To sum up, we can draw

\[ S_j = \sum_i W_i Y_{ij} \]  

(8)

Where \( S_j \) represents the comprehensive score of one bid of the \( j_{th} \) supplier. By doing so, we can rank the suppliers based on the scores and determine the final winner.

According to condition (3) “Suppliers do not know each other’s bidding but their own current ranking position,” we can avoid to some extent of the vicious competition on one attribute among the suppliers. The final comprehensive score of each supplier reflects the comprehensive effect of all the values of attributes submitted. If the suppliers want to make their own score the highest, after full competition, there must be

\[ S_j = S_{j\text{max}} = \phi(x_{1\text{max}}, x_{2\text{max}}, x_{3\text{max}}, \cdots) \]  

(9)

Where \( S_{j\text{max}} \) represents the highest comprehensive score of the \( j_{th} \) supplier, \( x_{1\text{max}}, x_{2\text{max}}, x_{3\text{max}} \) respectively represents the highest value of each attribute submitted by the \( j_{th} \) supplier, \( \phi \) represents the scoring rule.

Finally, based on the ranking among the comprehensive scores, the supplier with the highest score wins, that is

\[ S_n = S_{\text{max}} = \max\{S_1, S_2, \cdots, S_j\} \quad (1 \leq n \leq j) \]  

(10)

where \( S_n \) represents the comprehensive score of the winner (suppose the \( n_{th} \) supplier is the winner), \( S_{\text{max}} \) represents the highest comprehensive score, formula (9) and (10) mean that only the supplier who gives full play to its advantages on each field can be the final winner.

III. APPLICATION PLATFORM DESIGN
Since the online procurement auction may involve many suppliers from different regions, we choose a more adaptable framework- B/S (Browser/Server) framework (Figure 1). In Windows operating system, we use the design mode, which is widely used in Web system development, MVC (Model, View and Controller). We use Struts of J2EE, which is a mature classic open-source application framework based on MVC, the application framework. By integrating Servlet, JSP, JavaBean, custom labels and information resources into a unified framework, Struts offers an MVC development mode which can be highly configured in Web-based system development.

![Figure 1 System platform architecture](image1)

A. System Function Design

Based on the bidding model, non-linear multi-attribute online procurement auction system should involve three groups of users, including suppliers, project manager (the person who creates, manages and controls the auction project and is assigned by the buyer) and system administrator. We use unified modeling language (UML) to establish the use-case diagram (Figure 2).

The system uses role-based access control: users from three different groups use different URL address to login, and the system identifies them by user names and passwords and provides the appropriate interface. Among different group of users, the system administrator is responsible to audit the registration of new suppliers and other registrants and at the same time maintain the new project manager. Only the supplier or the project manager who has been audited by the system administrator can login to the system. The project manager is the host of the auction, who is mainly in charge of managing the procurement project, including the establishment of the project (set up the name of the project, the time to begin and end and all the attributes, etc.), inviting the suppliers to participate in the auction (only the invited suppliers can see the project when login), amending the project (including the time to begin and end, attribute parameters, etc.), starting the project and reviewing the auction results. The suppliers can review the invited available procurement projects, select the project to participate in and amend their own registration information to get in touch with buyers.

![Figure 2 the UML of Multi-attribute online auction system](image2)

B. Bidding Process Design

The core function of the multi-attribute online procurement auction system is to allow multiple suppliers to bid online at the same time and the buyers to monitor the process of the bidding. So we put forward the following suppliers bidding process based on the bidding model (Figure 3).

After the auction begins, suppliers can submit their bids through web controls such as text boxes and drop-down lists. The system then provides comprehensive scores and the ranking position for suppliers. The position is updated every second (via AJAX, Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, ranking update will not cause the refresh of the whole web explorer and greatly enhance the user experience), so that the suppliers can bid in real time and response timely. If the supplier’s bid ranks first, there is no need to respond until the end, unless the position dropped; if its ranking position fell behind, then the supplier has to decide whether to bid again or not. If yes, then the supplier should consider how to adjust the attributes values to enhance the comprehensive score, leading us to the first step in this cycle.
One of the difficulties of the system implementation is the database design. A project manager can create a number of procurement projects, each project contains a number of attributes, each attribute has a number of functions to use, and each function contains different parameters (we provide two kinds of functions, line function and S shape function). Database tables involved and the basic ER diagram is shown in Figure 4 (only show the relationship between the main entities).

The following is a brief description of the ER diagram, in which PK represents the primary key and FK represents the foreign key. The supplier table contains supplier ID (PK), user name, password, industry, region, company name, address, telephone, etc.; The system administrator table contains system administrator ID (PK), user name, password, name, telephone, etc.; The project manager table contains project manager ID (PK), user name, password, name, telephone, department, etc.; The procurement project table contains project ID (PK), project name, auction mode, project manager ID (FK), telephone, starting time, end time, project status, creating time, number of attributes, etc.
The relationship between the projects and the attributes is the main point in the database design. The attributes and projects relationship table (project ID (FK), attribute ID) is to indicate the relationship between the projects and the attributes, showing which attributes a project is related to. In addition, the number type attribute table—number type attribute ID (PK), attribute name, weight, minimum value, maximum value, used function and function parameter. In which the “number type attribute ID” column is the column of auto-generated code, and the same as the following attribute ID. The “minimum value” and the “maximum value” identify the value range of this attribute. In addition, the interval type attribute table (Interval attribute ID (PK), attribute name, weight, number of intervals) is used to save the basic information of the attributes. Since the number of intervals of each interval attribute is different, the relationship between the attribute and the intervals is a one-to-many relationship. We need another table to save the value of each intervals-the interval table, which includes interval type attribute ID (FK), interval ID, minimum value, maximum value, used function and function parameter. For each interval, value range is defined by a pair of “minimum value” and “maximum value”, and each interval has a corresponding used function. Same as the interval type attribute table, the text type attribute table (text attribute ID (PK), attribute name, weight, number of levels) is also used to save the basic information of the attributes. Moreover, the level table (text attribute ID (FK), level ID, level name, description, corresponding value) is to store the detailed information of levels. For each text level, we need to set the name and description to tell the demand of the buyers in detail. At last we need to set the corresponding values which are used to calculate the scores. The text type attributes do not have any functions, and the corresponding values equal the values that are calculated from the functions of the other attributes.

In addition, we can see that from the above, a project corresponds to a number of attributes and the interval or text type attribute corresponds to a number of intervals or levels. Therefore, it is impossible to record all the bids from all the projects in one table. So we use the bidding record table corresponding to one project and each table is generated automatically by the system. The table includes: supplier ID (FK), attribute ID 1, attribute ID 2, ..., comprehensive score, submit time.

IV. APPLICATIONS

Based on the system design, we complete the multi-attribute online procurement auction system development. We use the B/S structure and the Struts framework of J2EE in Windows operating system. We choose the HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML), Java Server Pages (JSP), Java and JavaScript as the programming languages and supplemented by AJAX, partial page update technology, use Eclipse3.1 as the development environment and SQL server as the database. If the servers of the system are deployed by the buyer, the suppliers can just login the system and participate in the auction project at the scheduled time.

The main interface of the system consists of a title on the top, a menu on the left and the main part on the right. When the users from different groups login to the system, the menu bar will show different options accordingly. Figure 5 shows the menu when a project manager login: the main part shows the core process to create a new project, which is the setting of each attribute. In this example, the manager chooses price, delivery time and quality as the attributes, for the project, and number, interval and text as the attribute type. For number type attributes, the manager need to type in the value range and choose the corresponding function and the function parameters; for the interval type attributes, he need to select the interval number first and then set each interval as number type attributes; and for text type attributes, he also need to select the level number first, then name and describe each level and set the corresponding values respectively. When the attribute setting is completed, then the project manager can invite suppliers and start the project.

When the project starts, suppliers can login to the system and participate in the auction. Through textboxes (number type and interval type) and drop-down list boxes (text type), they can type in the bids and submit to the server. They also can see their rankings and bidding records in the page as reference for the next bid.

While suppliers are bidding, the project manager can monitor the competition and see the ranking via the system. When the bidding is over, the manager can contact the winner soon.

Since the remaining functions and the functions of system administrator are external functions of the system, we will not discuss them in this paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The multi-attribute online procurement auction can bring full competition, optimize resource allocation, improve supply chain process and develop suppliers’ full potential. It is also an opportunity for the buyers to re-select suppliers. The competition of non-price attributes exposes suppliers’ ability completely, so it is a good chance for buyers to transform the supply chain and an opportunity for the suppliers to adjust the production structure. By developing their own potential, transforming the industrial structure and improving the concept of cost, the suppliers can also pave the way for the future development.

By introducing the multi-attribute and non-linear functions, we have improved the bidding model and successfully completed the application platform, enhanced the feasibility and adaptability of the multi-attribute online procurement auction.
Non-linear multi-attribute auction theory can also be integrated into group decision support theory. Integrating this application platform with group decision support system (GDSS) to build a new procurement platform and studying the procurement process, supplier management and incentive mechanism is also a new idea to solve the modern procurement problem. It also can aid the business decision-making and promote the supply chain coordination.
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